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Executive Summary

Over the past year, Americans have become acutely aware of the grave national security threat posed by the proliferation of small arms and light weapons (SA/LW). Near daily reports of US soldiers killed by Iraqi guerrillas remind us of the threat these weapons pose to our troops, and regular shoulder-fired missile scares remind us of our own vulnerability. Each new incident increases pressure on policymakers to take action. Yet government responses are often limited and myopic, focused on countering the threat posed by particular weapon systems while ignoring the broader problem of illicit small arms trafficking. Effectively addressing the problem of small arms and light weapons proliferation requires a multi-faceted, multilateral approach.

The Organization of American States’ (OAS) Inter-American Convention Against the Illicit Manufacture of and Trafficking in Firearms, Ammunition, Explosives and Related Items is an important tool for developing such an approach in the Western Hemisphere. The Firearms Convention helps to prevent arms from entering the black market by requiring the establishment of basic controls over the manufacture, import, transit and export of firearms in each member state. By encouraging parties to the Convention to share information and resources, the Convention also strengthens regional efforts to dismantle existing arms trafficking networks. It enjoys broad support in the Western Hemisphere. Since the Convention was opened for signature in November 1997, 33 OAS member states have signed the Convention and 22 have ratified it. Its wide appeal is explained in part by its limited focus; the sole purpose of the Convention is to prevent the illicit trade in, and manufacturing of, firearms, ammunition and explosives. The lawful production and transfer of firearms and domestic gun ownership fall outside of the Convention’s purview.
The need for universal ratification and full implementation of the Convention is urgent. Weapons from across the hemisphere flow into Colombia in a steady stream where they fuel a brutal internal war that threatens not only Colombians but also US lives and interests. The dangers of SA/LW proliferation in Latin America are not confined to Colombia; large weapons stockpiles in countries with inadequate export controls attract the attention of arms traffickers from around the world, including individuals with ties to terrorist groups hostile to the United States.

If fully implemented, the OAS Firearms Convention would help to stem the flow of weapons to the Colombian illegal groups and prevent the diversion of arms to international terrorists. For example, Colombian officials interviewed for this report identified a lack of cooperation from certain countries and inadequate training for law enforcement officials as impediments to reducing black market arms trafficking to the illegal groups. Better implementation of the Firearms Convention would help to address these concerns. Similarly, full implementation of the Convention’s requirement to establish an effective licensing system for firearms transfers would reduce the likelihood of diversions to international criminal and terrorist groups.

The United States was an early supporter of the Convention, and was instrumental in preparing its text. The US signed the Convention in November 1997 and it was transmitted to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in June 1998. Nearly six years have passed and the US still has not ratified the Convention. Ratification would boost the credibility of the Convention and would make US exhortations to comply with its provisions more persuasive. Ratification would also help to allay concerns about US unilateralism, and quell international outrage over US rejection of several international treaties and protocols. Many of the changes to US laws and regulations that were required by the Convention have already been made, and any financial costs associated with ratification would be minimal.
On 28 November 2002, two SA-7 shoulder-fired missiles narrowly missed Tel-Aviv bound Arkia flight 582 as it took off from Mombasa (Kenya) airport. The only signs that the 261 passengers on board had narrowly escaped death were a “light jolt” and the trails of white smoke left by the missiles as they sailed past the plane. While many of the passengers remained oblivious to the attacks until the pilot informed them of the near-miss hours later, at least one of the would-be victims correctly sensed what had happened. “I was sure it was a terrorist incident,” passenger Avi Farodj later recalled. “…I thought we were doomed. And frankly, I still cannot really believe we were saved.”¹

The attack was a terrifying reminder of the immediate and widespread threat posed by small arms and light weapons (SA/LW).² The scourge of SA/LW is often overshadowed by the so-called weapons of mass destruction (WMD) — chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear — despite the fact that threat from catastrophic WMD attacks remains largely theoretical while their more mundane conventional counterparts cut short an estimated 500,000 lives a year.³

Horrified by the devastation wrought by SA/LW in the developing world, humanitarian and arms control groups have focused primarily on the human, economic, social, and political toll of SA/LW proliferation on the Global South — the world’s poor. Their efforts have increased awareness of the need for aggressive action to curtail the flow of SA/LW to war zones and underdeveloped regions. Less attention has been paid to the clear links between international arms trafficking and the threat that is now the number one preoccupation of policymakers in the developed world: terrorism.⁴

The following report highlights the link between SA/LW, terrorism and other transnational criminal activity in Latin America in order to build support
for US ratification of the Inter-American Convention Against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, Explosives, Ammunition, and Other Related Materials (often shortened to the OAS Firearms Convention). The OAS Firearms Convention is the only legally binding regional agreement aimed at preventing the illicit transfer of firearms, ammunition and explosives. It was opened for signature in November 1997 and as of February 2004 it had been signed by 33 of 34 OAS member states, 22 of which have gone on to ratify it. Complementing the Convention is the Inter-American Drug Abuse Control Commission’s (CICAD) Model Regulations for the Control of the International Movement of Firearms, Their Parts and Components, and Ammunition. The Model Regulations seek to harmonize procedures and documentation used by OAS member states to control the import, export and in-transit movement of firearms.

The need for full implementation of the OAS Convention is pressing despite the lack of attention it receives from policymakers and the press. The witches’ brew of evils boiling in Colombia — which is fueled by illicit arms transfers — is a direct threat to Americans at home and abroad. Also of concern are large, inadequately controlled caches of Cold War weaponry in Central America — a potentially lucrative source of profit for unscrupulous arms brokers and a deadly threat to the rest of us.

The OAS Convention helps to restrain the illicit trade in SA/LW by

- facilitating the sharing of information on arms smugglers and their actions,
- requiring the establishment of basic export controls, and
- encouraging the transfer of legal and technical assistance needed by States Parties to control trafficking in their countries.

Report Outline

The following report is divided into four sections. Section I explains why US policymakers should concern themselves with the OAS Convention by highlighting the threats to US interests posed by the vibrant Latin American illicit
trade in SA/LW. Particular emphasis is placed on arms trafficking to the Colombian illegal groups both because of the acute threat they pose to US lives and interests, and because of the high level of arms trafficking needed to sustain their operations. Section II introduces and explains the Convention, including the requirements it imposes on member states. Section III uses a case study of arms trafficking to illegal groups in Colombia to highlight the practical value of the Convention in the battle against illicit arms transfers. Section IV discusses the United States’ role in the development of the Convention and the need for its continued support, including ratification.
Small Arms and Latin America
Threats to US Interests

The following section identifies four direct and indirect threats to US interests and lives that are fueled by SA/LW, the latter three of which are attributable to the four-decade old war of attrition in Colombia. These threats include:

- the acquisition of large quantities of SA/LW by international terrorists hostile to the US and its allies;
- violence committed against US soldiers and civilians by the Colombian illegal groups;
- the pernicious effects of Colombian cocaine and heroin shipped to the US; and
- foreign terrorist exploitation of the criminal infrastructure that flourishes in Colombia as a result of the SA/LW-fueled war and lawlessness.

Each of these four threats is a direct manifestation of, or is exacerbated by, the illicit trade in small arms and light weapons.

Threat: Latin America as a Source of Weapons for Foreign Terrorists

Existing evidence suggests that Hezbollah, al Qaeda, the IRA and other foreign transnational terrorist organizations connected to the region are not heavily dependent on Latin American black market weapons. Nonetheless, three recent examples of terrorist organizations tapping — or attempting to tap — into the gray and black SA/LW markets in the Western Hemisphere underscore its potential as a source of arms for terrorists.

The first case is mentioned in the US State Department’s report, *Patterns of Global Terrorism 2002*. During a July 2002 raid of the apartment of Fajkumar
Paraguayan authorities found...letters detailing transfers of assault rifles...bomb-making materials and authorization...to use $30 million for arms trafficking.

Sabnani — an alleged Hezbollah associate living in Ciudad de Este (Paraguay) — Paraguayan authorities found evidence of illegal activities, including letters detailing transfers of assault rifles and military equipment. According to press reports, police also found bomb-making materials and authorization for Sabnani to use $30 million for arms trafficking. 9

The second case centers on Conor Claxton, an IRA cell leader in Florida. His associate Robert Flint — a Californian with a history of drug running in Colombia and gun running for the IRA — claims that in May 1999, Claxton asked his advice on how to ship “big weapons” (i.e. a 20-foot container of heavy weaponry) out of Buena Ventura, Colombia. Flint allegedly told him that

...Buena Ventura is on the west coast of Colombia and he would have to come through the Panama Canal. I told him the best way out of Colombia was through the north coast of Colombia into the Caribbean. He asked me what about a trawler. Either he had a trawler or felt I had access to one. He asked me how would he load a trawler with arms and inquired about the rigging on the trawler...He said he had plenty of places to land a trawler in Ireland.10

In February 2000, the Sunday Times of London reported that the Irish National Police Force (GARDAI) and the FBI were investigating the partial shipment of a 20-ton arms cache into Londonderry that allegedly included sniper rifles and machine guns from Colombia and Venezuela.11 The results of the investigation have not been made public.

The final case involves two Lebanese diamond traders, Aziz Nassour and Samih Osailly, who are under investigation for helping al Qaeda convert $20 million held in bank accounts into West African diamonds.12 Evidence unearthed by Washington Post journalist Douglas Farah, an investigative team assembled by the Organization of American States, and the London-based organization Global Witness revealed a plot by Nassour and Osailly to acquire large quantities of weapons — including AK-47s, anti-tank weapons, two- and four-barrel anti-aircraft guns, sniper rifles, and SA-7 surface-to-air missiles — from Shimon Yelenik, an Israeli arms dealer operating out of Panama who is linked to the diversion of 3000 Nicaraguan AK-47 assault rifles to the Colombian paramilitaries.
According to documents collected by investigators, in January 2001 Yelenik forwarded an email from a “guy/alfa” to another Israeli, Ori Zoller, who is the proprietor of an arms dealership in Guatemala and another suspect in the diversion of assault rifles to the AUC. “Guy/alfa” is presumed to be Nassour, who often went by the code name “Alfa Zulu.” The email states that the weapons were to be delivered to Liberia and were for his “friends in Africa.” Nassour had many “friends in Africa,” including

- Ibrahim Bah, a representative of former Liberian President Charles Taylor’s thuggish regime. Bah fought with Islamic guerrillas in Afghanistan and later with Hezbollah in Lebanon;
- the Revolutionary United Front (RUF), which caught the world’s attention in the mid-1990s by mutilating civilians to deter them from cooperating with government forces; and
- al Qaeda operatives with whom Nassour allegedly worked to convert bank account funds into diamonds.

A few days later, the list of weaponry was faxed by Zoller to General Roberto Calderón, Inspector General of the Nicaraguan Army. General Calderón responded with a list of prices for the weapons, but existing evidence indicates that the deal fell through shortly afterward.

Global Witness concluded that Charles Taylor and the RUF were the intended recipients of the aborted weapons deal. Whether some of these weapons would have found their way to other criminals is anyone’s guess. What can be concluded with some certainty is that African arms and diamonds traders who had done business with al Qaeda were looking for large quantities of weapons that, in the hands of terrorists hostile to the United States, could have taken many hundreds of lives. Among the most worrisome of the weapons on Nassour’s list are the “SAM 7” missiles. The Nicaraguan military has 2000 SA series man-portable air defense systems (SA-7s, SA-14s and SA-16s) in its inventory, which — in the hands of trained terrorists — could be used to shoot down commercial airliners.

Furthermore, the fact that an international arms merchant operating out of Africa, which is also awash in small arms, sought weapons in Central America is indicative of its potential as a source of weapons for transnational terrorists.
Threat: Kidnapping and Murder

The Colombian illegal groups and the criminal networks with which they cooperate are the most prolific kidnappers in the world, and Americans are regular targets. Between 1992 and 2001, 51 US citizens were kidnapped by the FARC and ELN, and at least ten of them were murdered.19 More recently, two journalists working for the Los Angeles Times spent 11 days in late January 2003 as captives of the Domingo Laim front of the ELN. According to one of their abductors, the journalists were lucky: “[t]he FARC might have killed you; they have killed others before.”20 A month later, the FARC murdered one American civilian contractor and abducted three more after their single-engine plane went down in FARC territory.

The violence associated with the internal war, and the threat to Americans venturing into or near this war zone, is likely to continue in the near future as the FARC, ELN and the Colombian government ratchet up the tempo of the decades-old conflict. Shortly after taking office in 2002, Colombian President Alvaro Uribe threw down the gauntlet, declaring that “[f]or Colombia the only road is the restoration of order and authority. I will not give up until we defeat the violent groups who are abusing the people.”21 To accomplish this goal, Uribe has increased both the size and power projection capacity of the Colombian armed forces.22 This capability will be augmented by the integration of military assets provided as part of US military aid programs.23 Since 1999, the US has provided an estimated $2.28 billion in military equipment

![Mortar Tubes Discovered After the FARC’s Deadly August 2002 Mortar Attack on the Presidential Palace. Source: Embassy of Colombia, Washington DC](image)
and training to the Colombian government, including 71 helicopters. Furthermore, legislative constraints on the use of US military aid have been reduced. In August 2002, the US Congress lifted restrictions that had limited the use of US military aid to counter-narcotics operations. As a result, US-trained Colombian units can now use US-supplied equipment and weapons to engage in a “unified campaign” against drug runners and terrorists, allowing them to engage the illegal groups directly.

The FARC responded to President Uribe’s policies with a bloody spate of attacks in both the countryside and cities. As if to dispel any doubts that they were serious about “mak[ing] urban attacks, so the oligarchies feel the war” during the hardliner Uribe’s administration, the FARC rained mortar shells on the presidential palace on the day of the new president’s inauguration speech. Seven months later, a car containing 200kg of ammonium nitrate and fuel oil exploded outside of “El Nogal” nightclub in Bogota, killing 35 people and injuring around 160. While the FARC denied responsibility, US and Colombian authorities state that they have evidence of its involvement.

In short, the improvement in the Colombian armed forces’ ability to engage the enemy, and the FARC’s bloody response to Uribe’s hardline stance, suggests that the violence that imperils the lives of US military contractors, journalists and missionaries is unlikely to subside soon.

US support of the Colombian government’s escalation could focus more FARC-perpetrated violence at US citizens and personnel. Evidence of FARC intentions to target Americans in response to the shift in US policy surfaced almost immediately after the policy change was announced. In August 2002, Colombian police intercepted a radio message from a FARC Commander during which he declared “[w]e must find where the gringos are because they have all declared war on us…You are obligated to fight them as well.”

Since that declaration, there have been several attacks on Americans, some of which are directly linked to Uribe’s US-funded campaign against the illegal groups. For example, the FARC and ELN abducted the two LA Times journalists to pressure Uribe to halt his intensified military campaign in Colombia’s Arauca province, where US military personnel were training Colombian counter-insurgency units.
As long as the conflict in Colombia continues to threaten US interests, and as long as the US continues to respond to that threat by putting personnel in harm’s way, the probability of losing additional Americans to the conflict will remain high. Curtailing the flow of weapons that stock the Colombian illegal groups’ arsenals will complement other initiatives aimed at bringing the conflict — and US involvement in that conflict — to an end.

Threat: The Drug Trade

According to the latest data from the Office of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP), nearly 20,000 Americans lost their lives to drug-induced health problems in 2000. Addiction wreaked various levels of havoc in the lives of millions of other American cocaine and heroin users, approximately 450,000 of whom entered drug treatment programs in 2000. The economic toll of this drug abuse is staggering. The ONDCP estimates that the cost in dollars of drug use — including health care expenses and productivity losses — totaled $160 billion in 2000. Colombian criminals produce and distribute 90 percent of the cocaine and between 22 and 33 percent of the heroin consumed in the United States. These statistics underscore the cost of failing to rein in the Colombian drug trade, which is inseparably intertwined with the internal conflict and thus with illicit arms transfers. Curbing the flow of SA/LW would help to reduce the war-fighting capability of the Colombian illegal groups, thereby helping to bring an end to the war and the lawlessness in which the Colombian drug trade thrives.

Threat: Collaboration between the Colombian Illegal Groups and Foreign Terrorists

Over the past few years, several experts have voiced concern about the possibility of lawless areas in Latin America — including areas in Colombia — becoming areas of activity for international criminals, including terrorists. The House International Relations Committee went as far as to assert that “Colombia is a potential breeding ground for international terror equaled perhaps only by Afghanistan….” While Colombia is no Afghanistan and — barring utter catastrophe — will not become one, the globalization of international crime and the Colombian government’s inability to wrest control of vast swaths of the country from the illegal groups has allowed Colombian criminals to tap into the expertise and resources of foreign criminal terrorist organizations and vice versa.
The FARC is alleged to have established ties with terrorist and criminal organizations from several continents, including the Japanese Red Army, ETA, and the PIRA, as well as crime syndicates operating out of the Former Soviet Union. Hezbollah, which has already capitalized on the lawlessness of the Triple Frontier region at the borders of Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay, also allegedly “attempted to forge close ties with the FARC” in the 1990’s.

While the threat posed by transfer of foreign terrorists’ skills, contacts and weaponry to the Colombian illegal groups is highlighted frequently in the media, references to the reverse are less common. Crime infrastructures are two-way streets, however, and there is a danger that, after establishing contact with the Colombian groups, foreign terrorists would use pre-existing Colombian criminal infrastructures to engage in attacks on the United States, or against US interests elsewhere. The immediacy of this danger is illustrated by the 2003 arrest of 19 Chinese men who were planning on entering the United States illegally via a human smuggling ring. The men had traveled to the Colombian city of Cali — a hub of document forgery — to acquire “top quality fake Japanese passports.”
The Inter-American Convention Against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, Explosives, Ammunition, and Other Related Materials is an important tool for reducing the illicit trade in SA/LW that fuels the violence in Colombia, and for securing government arsenals in the Americas.

As is the case with any multilateral instrument, the Convention should not be viewed as a panacea. It does not — and cannot — address all of the myriad factors that contribute to illicit arms transfers. Nonetheless, the Convention is suited to accomplish several goals essential to the curbing of illicit transfers of firearms in Latin America.

The following section provides an overview of the legal and collaborative requirements of the Convention which, if fully implemented by States Parties (i.e. states that have ratified the Convention), would close many legal and regulatory gaps that facilitate illicit arms trafficking in Latin America. To illustrate the concrete impact of full implementation of these requirements, they are then analyzed in the context of a case study — illicit arms trafficking to the Colombian illegal groups.

The Requirements of the OAS Convention

The purpose of the Convention is to end the illicit manufacture and trafficking of firearms, ammunition, explosives, and other related materials. Generally, the Convention requires each States Party to create, if they do not currently exist, laws that establish procedures for the import, export, and tracing of firearms, ammunition, explosives, and other related materials, and mechanisms for dealing with individuals who do not follow the Convention procedures.
**Member State Legal Requirements**

The Convention requires, in Article IV, that states take legislative steps to criminalize acts of illicit manufacturing and trafficking in firearms, ammunition, explosives, and other related materials. Article VI requires States Parties to place the name of the manufacturer, place of manufacture, and serial number on firearms. States are also required to use appropriate markings on imported firearms. Articles VII and VIII require states to confiscate illicitly trafficked or manufactured firearms, and to adopt safety measures to ensure the security of materials imported, exported, or transited through their own territories. Of particular importance to preventing diversions of legal transfers is Article IX, which requires members to establish an effective system of import, export and international transit licensing.

In Article XI, the OAS Convention requires the keeping of records needed to trace and identify illicitly manufactured and trafficked firearms. The regulations concerning import certificates create mechanisms in which firearms will be properly documented, thereby creating a paper trail that will make it possible to discern which weapons were legally manufactured and transited and which were not.

All of these requirements help bring the laws and policies of other nations in line with those of the United States, and support the US in its efforts to thwart illicit firearms trafficking.

**Member State Collaborative Requirements**

The remainder of the Articles of the OAS Convention involve the type of good will and fair dealing that characterizes US relations with OAS member nations. States Parties agree to share with each other relevant information on authorized producers, dealers, and exporters of the firearms, as well as information about smuggling routes. States agree to keep any information received confidential. In addition, states agree to:

- provide, either bilaterally or through international organizations, technical assistance necessary to enhance the ability of individual states to prevent and combat illicit firearms manufacturing and trafficking;
- cooperate to prevent illicit manufacturing and trafficking of firearms;
- participate in programs to exchange experience and training to improve the implementation of the Convention;

[The OAS Convention Requirements]... support the US in its efforts to thwart illicit firearms trafficking.
provide technical assistance to member countries when necessary;
and cooperate in law enforcement matters.\footnote{47}

Other sections of the Convention grant deference to existing legal structures within each nation. For example, the extradition provision of Article XIX is subject to the conditions provided by the law of the requested country or by applicable extradition treaties.\footnote{48} Thus, the Convention provides that the offenses it covers should be included as extraditable offenses in any extradition treaty between member states. However, it does not require the creation of extradition agreements or establish any terms for extradition.\footnote{49}

The remaining articles of the Convention establish and explain the function of the Consultative Committee.\footnote{50} This body facilitates the exchange of information, works with nonmember nations to achieve the goals of the treaty, encourages training and cooperation, and makes recommendations to facilitate the successful operation of the Convention. Each member nation shall have a representative, and the role of host country will rotate among member nations.
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“[W]ell-armed guerrillas, paramilitary organizations, and narcotraffickers challenge governmental control in Colombia. If these organizations acquire more technologically advanced systems, governments will face an even greater threat. SOUTHCOM’s challenge is to develop a cooperative approach with regional security forces to identify, stem and ultimately stop the illegal flow of arms within the region. A good first step was the passage in the Organization of American States of the Inter-American Convention Against Illicit Production of and Trafficking in Firearms, Ammunition, Explosives and Related Materials, now awaiting Senate ratification.”

—GENERAL CHARLES E. WILHELM
Commander and Chief, US Southern Command

Section III highlights the ways in which the Convention could help to rein in illicit arms trafficking to the Colombian illegal groups. The section begins with a brief overview of the sources, methods and routes used by smugglers to keep the illegal groups’ vast arsenals stocked. Having identified the types of weapons and the means by which they are acquired, this information is used to demonstrate how rigorous implementation of the OAS Firearms Convention would help to prevent the diversion of government transfers to the illegal groups, and would bolster ongoing efforts by the Colombian government to dismantle arms smuggling networks that are fueling the internal war.

Firearms and the Colombian illegal Groups

The FARC, ELN and AUC are dependent upon the black and gray markets for many of the tools of their destructive trade. These weapons, which are purchased with drug profits or directly exchanged for drugs, are used to prosecute the ongoing war against the government and each other, and to ‘protect’ coca growers, drug processing facilities and the trafficking infrastructure. Firearms also play a
direct role in the illegal groups’ other fundraising activities. Kidnapping and extortion — crimes often committed with firearms — accounted for around half of the revenue generated by the guerrillas and the paramilitaries in recent years.53

**Weapons and Sources**

The Colombian illegal groups possess a wide array of small arms and light weapons with origins that span the globe and that range in sophistication from gas cylinder bombs which the FARC construct themselves to technologically advanced imports. According to government documents and interviews with Colombian officials, the illegal groups’ arsenals are stocked with mortars, grenades, grenade launchers, machine guns, submachine guns, RPG-7 rocket propelled grenades, and a variety of assault rifles. The FARC are also reported to have acquired Brazilian-made T-AB-1 anti-tank mines, Katyusha and other surface-to-surface rockets, night vision technology, and man-portable air defense systems (MANPADS).56

Below is a brief summary of the means by which the Colombian illegal groups acquire these weapons. While most of the summary focuses on the international gray and black market transfers upon which these groups are most dependent, and which would be most vulnerable to disruption if the OAS Firearms Convention were fully implemented, other sources are touched upon as well to provide a more complete overview.

**Craft production**

The illegal groups have the capacity to produce some of their weaponry, including the gas cylinder bombs mentioned above. While devastattingly effective tools of terror, the military utility of the gas cylinder bombs at the tactical level is limited at best and thus cannot substitute for black market weapons. The FARC
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has also set up weapons repair shops, some of which were allegedly equipped with machines capable of manufacturing firearms components.\textsuperscript{58}

Whether these facilities are capable of producing weapons of the quality needed by the FARC to engage in combat with the AUC and the Colombian military is unclear. Regardless, there is little evidence to suggest that craft production is a significant source of weaponry for the FARC and the other illegal groups.

The Colombian Armed Forces and INDUMIL

The Colombian government itself is another source of weapons for the illegal groups. In 2000, the FARC made off with a veritable arsenal from the Colombian military, including machine guns, grenade launchers, revolvers, mortars, Claymore mines, and rifles, during an attack on a naval base in Jurado.\textsuperscript{59} The recent arrest of a National Police officer operating in Choco suggests that corrupt Colombian law enforcement and military personnel are another way for the Colombian illegal groups to acquire weapons. Colombian investigators found a $20,000 grenade launcher in the police officer’s home, which he reportedly intended to sell to the FARC. Individual members of the military are also alleged to have supplied weapons and other materiel to the AUC.\textsuperscript{60}

Members of the FARC have also acquired weapons from the State Military Industry Enterprise (INDUMIL), which produces — and coordinates the import of — weaponry used by the Colombian armed forces and police. In November 2002, police arrested 9 INDUMIL employees working in the imports department suspected of diverting dozens of weapons to the FARC.\textsuperscript{61}

Publicly available information on the sources of the illegal groups’ weapons is too incomplete to draw definitive conclusions about the importance of weapons captured or bought from the armed forces. Nonetheless, media and government reports suggest that the arms caches acquired this way are a small percentage of the thousands of weapons and millions of rounds of ammunition that sustain the operations of the illegal groups.\textsuperscript{62} In short, Colombian armed forces and INDUMIL are, at best, supplemental sources of weapons for the Colombian illegal groups.

International Grey and Black Market Transfers

While the cooking gas cylinder attacks make the headlines, publicly available information suggests that the majority of the weapons used by the illegal groups are smuggled in from abroad.\textsuperscript{63} Weapons originating or circulating in dozens of
Illicit arms destined for the illegal groups pass through the territory of all of Colombia’s neighbors. Traffickers operating in Brazil deliver thousands of weapons via airplane and along the many rivers that cut across both countries, often in exchange for cocaine. The most notorious of these traffickers is Luiz Fernando Da Costa, a Brazilian drug and arms trafficker who was arrested by Colombian authorities in April 2001. Testimony collected from Da Costa reveals the scale of the drugs for guns trade between Brazil and Colombia. Da Costa claims to have purchased an average of 600 kg of “merchandise” per week from coca farmers in the Colombian town of Barranco Minas, paying the FARC in cash for the drugs and delivering large quantities of ammunition. According to the Brazilian kingpin, his contacts purchased the ammunition from a smuggler in Paraguay who flew it into Colombia where it was loaded on speedboats, presumably for distribution to FARC fronts along the rivers near Barranco Minas. If Da Costa’s estimates of his own trafficking are accurate, he delivered 150,000 boxes of ammunition — each containing 20 rounds — for a total of 3 million bullets to the FARC before he was apprehended by Colombian authorities.

In Ecuador and Venezuela, smugglers move weapons and military articles over the many roads and rivers that link the two countries with Colombia. According to Colombian government officials and media sources, hundreds of these weapons started out in the possession of neighboring countries’ armed forces. For example, SA/LW seized from the illegal groups that bear the symbol of the Venezuelan Armed Forces accounted for 400 of the 9,380 rifles seized from the illegal groups from 1995 to 2000.

Latin America experts estimate that small arms in Central America number in the millions. These arms trickle into Colombia in a steady stream that flows through the Caribbean and the porous Costa Rican/Panamanian and Panamanian/Colombian borders, the latter of which was penetrated by “200 ‘critical’ jungle paths that remain[ed] unsupervised” as of 2000. Maritime and aerial deliveries of weapons from Nicaragua and El Salvador have also been reported.

Transoceanic shipments of weapons manufactured by arms producers like the states of the Former Soviet Union are another major source of weaponry for the illegal groups. According to media reports, Russian organized crime supplies
weapons to the FARC in exchange for cocaine to be sold in Russia, Europe and the Persian Gulf. Their relationship with Russian smugglers has been especially important to the FARC. Jane’s Information Group credits Russian organized crime with providing the FARC with the weaponry it needed to double the number of its armed members in the mid-1990’s.

**Trafficking Methods and Routes**

The following section identifies several of the countries, routes and smuggling techniques used by gun runners to acquire and deliver their deadly wares to the Colombian illegal groups. Because the data are largely compiled from accounts of failed black market transfers, the picture it paints is incomplete, especially in regards to successful smuggling (i.e. the activities of the smugglers that evade detection). Nonetheless, these reports shed some light on the inner workings of trafficking networks and provide examples of transfers that might have been prevented had OAS member states fully implemented the Convention.

**By Air.** According to officials from the Colombian Government’s Administrative Department of Security (DAS), small aircraft are often used to transport arms from neighboring countries to the illegal groups. Colombian intelligence reportedly has “details of at least two arms-carrying flights a week” mostly from neighboring countries, including Brazil, Paraguay, Suriname, Venezuela, and Panama. In January 2001, for example, a plane flying into Colombia from...
Venezuela was shot down by Colombian authorities. Inside the plane the Colombians discovered 15,000 rounds of ammunition for AK series assault rifles.75

Weapons are also flown into Colombia via transcontinental flights. Perhaps the most sensational Latin American arms smuggling incident in the past ten years falls in this category. In 1999, 10,000 assault rifles were air dropped into FARC territory by a smuggling ring that included former Peruvian spy chief Vladimiro Montesinos and the “Merchant of Death” — Lebanese arms broker Sarkis Soghanalian.76

Over Land. Stemming the cross-border flow of weapons to the illegal groups is complicated by Colombia’s vast, forested borders and the ease with which smugglers can conceal small quantities of weapons. Small arms and light weapons are often shipped along with innocuous commodities, such as food, or are hidden in secret compartments in vehicles.77 According to DAS officials, perishable food items are often the commodities of choice among traffickers because border guards feel pressure to avoid inspection delays for fear the food will spoil as a result.78 If shipments intercepted by Colombian authorities are any indicator, delivery via truck or bus is not uncommon. In September 2000, for example, the Colombian National Police pulled over a vehicle outside of Bogota that was en route to deliver 80 Chinese-made 86-P grenades and 15,000 rounds of AK-47 ammunition, allegedly from Ecuador, to the 22nd FARC Front.79

By Ocean, Sea and River. DAS officials interviewed for this report assert that the most common means of delivering weapons to the illegal groups is by way of the Caribbean Sea. Weapons are transported in different types of vessels including merchant marine ships and fishing boats. Some of the vessels travel directly to places along the shore while in other cases small speed boats offload the “mother ship” and deliver the cargo to pre-determined points on land.80 From there, either the end-user takes possession of their order or the weapons are delivered to points inland via ground transport.81

Ocean and sea-going ships are not the only means of maritime delivery. Weapons are also loaded on smaller boats that run along the many rivers that cross the region.82 As recently as 1999, some of the areas of the Amazon were so loosely controlled that firearms for sale were “hung from ropes and hooks like in a swap meet” from boats congregating at the “floating shopping center” in the Amazon near the Colombian town of Leticia.83

One of the best documented maritime deliveries of illicit arms to Colombia came to a head on 5 November 2001 when a Panamanian-registered ship, the Ot-
terloo, delivered its deadly cargo — 3000 AK-47 assault rifles and 2.5 million rounds of ammunition packed in 14 containers ostensibly carrying plastic balls — to representatives of the AUC waiting in Turbo, Colombia. As will be discussed in more depth later, this shipment, which AUC leader Carlos Castano later boasted was part of “the greatest achievement by the AUC so far,” highlights both the potential of the OAS Convention and the Model Regulations to stop illicit transfers, and the ease with which terrorists can acquire large quantities of weapons from governments that fail to comply with the Convention.

Like many such deals, the illegal sale took place under the guise of a legitimate transfer. Flush with AK-47s left over from Nicaragua’s civil wars but lacking weapons appropriate for civilian police work, the Nicaraguan National Police (NNP) approached Ori Zoller, an Israeli arms broker operating out of Guatemala, about exchanging military assault rifles for mini-Uzi submachine guns and Jericho pistols. Zoller then contacted three potential buyers for the assault rifles, ultimately selecting Simon Yelinek, a fellow Israeli broker operating out of Panama. Yelinek claimed to be representing the Panamanian National Police (PNP), and presented a forged PNP purchase order/end-user certificate. At approximately the same time, a Mexican associate of Yelinek’s set up a shipping company in Panama and purchased the company’s only ship, the Otterloo. Debarking from Mexico, the Otterloo arrived in the Nicaraguan port of El Rama on 26 October 2001 where it was loaded with the weapons. After signing a ship manifest and a bill of lading that identified Colon, Panama as the end destination, the Otterloo promptly set sail for Colombia.84

**Disrupting the flow: the Convention and the Colombian Illegal Groups**

The absence of good empirical data on arms transfers to the illegal groups precludes any definitive conclusions about the current or potential impact of the Convention on illicit arms transfers in Latin America, including Colombia. Nonetheless, the Convention has already resulted in meaningful changes to the laws, practices and policies of several OAS member states, including countries through which arms bound for the illegal groups have been trafficked in the past.85
Costa Rica enacted a series of reforms to its Law of Arms and Explosives, which includes:

- stiffer penalties for violations of arms trafficking laws;
- new penalties of up to five years in prison for company heads and managers that know of, and fail to prevent, their employees from engaging in illicit arms manufacturing or trafficking; and
- an expanded list of explosives regulated under trafficking laws.

The government of Venezuela designated DARFA (the Department of Arms and Explosives of the National Armed Forces) as its national coordination and contact point for both the OAS Convention and the UN Program of Action on Small Arms and Light Weapons. The Guatemalan government’s draft Law of Arms and Munitions (Ley de Armas y Municiones), and its efforts to reform the Law of Police Matters (Ley de Policías Particulares) were prompted, at least in part, by the OAS Firearms Convention. Guatemala is also considering creating a General Department for the Control of Arms (Dirección General de Control de Armas), and is working with the government of Mexico to increase information sharing on arms trafficking.86

Most recently, Trinidad and Tobago introduced a new bill that stiffens penalties for firearms-related crimes and enables police to investigate such crimes more effectively.87 Finally, the Convention has increased the flow of direct assistance to countries lacking the resources necessary to implement the Convention. Jamaica claims that, since signing the Convention, training and technical assistance from the United States has increased.88

The OAS Convention has also prompted groups of states to take action through regional organizations. In April 1998 the States Parties of MERCOSUR89 agreed to work on “rapid ratification of CIFTA” through the development of a joint mechanism for the registration of buyers and sellers of firearms, ammunition, explosives. As part of the registry mechanism, MERCOSUR is creating an integrated database and related archival systems of valid buyers and sellers of firearms, and officially recognized points of entry and exit for firearms transfers.90

Despite the many positive steps taken by States Parties since the Convention entered into force in 1998, several of its key provisions have not been wide-
ly implemented, which contributes to the continued influx of weapons into Colombia. For example, Colombian law enforcement officials interviewed for this report identified a lack of cooperation from certain countries as a significant impediment to reducing illicit weapons transfers to the illegal groups.\textsuperscript{91} Similarly, an official from the Colombian Ministry of Defense asserted that “…cooperation between authorities (legal authorities, police authorities, military authorities and others) is very, very low or [does]n’t exist.”\textsuperscript{92}

The results of a survey on compliance with the Firearms Convention that was conducted by the OAS’ Department of Legal Cooperation and Information support these claims. As of April 2002, fewer than 50% of respondents had established a central point of contact for information exchanges (as required by Article XIV), and even fewer had designated a central authority for making and receiving requests for mutual legal assistance (Article XVII). Furthermore, only 41% of respondents indicated that their national laws provided for the exchange of information specified in Article XIII of the Convention. The percentage of respondents indicating that they had national laws requiring the record-keeping necessary to trace illicit firearms was only slightly higher (47%).\textsuperscript{93} Greater compliance with these and other relevant articles of the Convention would address a key complaint of Colombian law enforcement officials and thereby help to reduce the amount of black market weapons flowing into Colombia (Article XVI).

Colombian officials also identified a need for more law enforcement training in Latin America. According to DAS officials, training in how to spot fraudulent end-user certificates, recognize the type and source of interdicted firearms, and identify links between criminal organizations would be especially valuable.\textsuperscript{94} Article XV of the OAS Firearms Convention calls upon States Parties to “…cooperate with each other and with competent international organizations…to ensure that there is adequate training of personnel in their territories…” in skills necessary to effectively combat illicit arms trafficking and manufacturing. In those cases in which States Parties lack the capacity to impart these skills to their law enforcement personnel, other parties to the Convention are expected to provide them with necessary technical assistance.

\textbf{Despite the many positive steps taken by States Parties since the Convention entered into force in 1998, several of its key provisions have not been widely implemented}
The OAS Compliance survey suggests that implementation of the requirements of Article XV has been spotty. Of the 17 replies to the OAS survey, only five countries indicated that they have national laws and regulations that provide for the formation of training programs for personnel responsible for preventing and controlling illicit firearms traffic. Fewer still regularly conduct seminars, courses and training programs aimed at strengthening the technical capabilities of these personnel. More thorough implementation of the Convention’s training requirements would help to address Colombian officials’ concerns about the regional proficiency in skills needed to combat illicit weapons trafficking.

Better implementation of articles in the Convention that require effective systems of arms transfer licensing and authorization would help to curtail grey market diversions, which result in some of the largest shipments of weapons to the illegal groups. The 3,000 assault rifles diverted to the AUC during the Otterloo incident (see p. 27-28), for example, is equivalent numerically to a third of all small arms and light weapons estimated to have been smuggled across the Ecuadorian border from 1999 to 2001.

Large, grey market diversions are precisely the types of illicit transfers that the Convention is best able to prevent. Of particular importance are Articles VIII, IX, X, and XIV. Article VIII requires member states to adopt the measures necessary to ensure the security of arms transfers into, from or through their territories. Article X calls for the strengthening of controls at export points. Articles XIV and IX require the designation of a national contact point for information exchange; cooperation on firearms transfer issues; and the establishment of a system for controlling the import, export and transit of firearms. When combined with adoption of the CICAD’s Model Regulations, implementation of the above-mentioned articles would make regional gray market diversions much more difficult.

The Otterloo case highlights the direct impact that these provisions could have on gray market diversions. After completing a thorough investigation, the OAS team responsible for looking into the case concluded that “…the Nicaraguan National Police, although perhaps adhering to national practice, violated the Convention” and “[a]dherence to the [CIFTA] Convention and
application of its provisions to national practices would have made the diversion far more difficult, if not prevented it outright.” Among the most notable shortcomings on the part of Nicaraguan authorities was their failure to verify the legitimacy of the Panamanian purchase order which “alone, even if it had been legitimate, cannot serve as the sole and sufficient authority upon which Nicaraguan officials could authorize the export.” Specifically, investigators found no evidence of attempts by the NNP or any other government body to contact their Panamanian counterparts, a violation of Articles IX and XIII of the Convention. As there is no evidence that the Panamanian National Police knew anything about the deal, there is reason to believe that direct communication between Nicaraguan and Panamanian authorities about the transfer would have raised red flags and prevented this particular diversion.

While Nicaragua is the only country to be publicly rebuked for failing to adhere to the requirements of Article IX, it is not alone. Only 4 of the 17 respondents to the OAS compliance survey indicated that they have laws and regulations that obligate the exporting government to make sure that authorized agencies in the recipient state took possession of the exported firearms. Nicaragua’s initial response to the incident attests to the normative power of the Convention. Almost immediately after the OAS investigators declared that Nicaragua had failed to comply with their obligations under the Convention, Nicaraguan President Enrique Bolanos opened an investigation into the incident and set up an Inter-institutional Investigative Commission to address the recommendations in the Ambassador Busby’s report.

Through the various requirements discussed above, the OAS Firearms Convention has the potential to make a real difference in the battle against arms trafficking in the Western Hemisphere. Indeed, steps already taken by several OAS members have closed gaps in regulations that are exploited by smugglers and have increased, to some extent, the regional capacity to identify, track and shut down smuggling rings. But fully realizing the potential of the Convention requires more countries to comply with its provisions. As the OAS’ most influential member, full US support for the Convention is an essential component of future initiatives to boost compliance.
The United States and the OAS Firearms Convention

“This convention will neither discourage or diminish the lawful sale, ownership, or use of guns, but it will help us to fight the unlawful trade in guns that contributes to the violence associated here in America with drugs and gangs."\textsuperscript{102}

—President William J. Clinton
November 14th, 1997

As established in Section I, terrorists and criminals that regard the Western Hemisphere as a source of illicit weapons pose an acute threat to US lives and interests, both directly through violent acts perpetrated against US citizens and indirectly through the Colombian illegal groups’ complicity in the Andean drug trade. Because these groups rely on a protean, hydra-headed criminal infrastructure for their weapons, unilateral and even bilateral measures alone have little chance of success. Turning off the small arms spigot in Latin America requires a relentless, coordinated, multi-pronged strategy implemented by all countries in the region. As the region’s most influential country, US leadership is essential to the development and implementation of this strategy.

The OAS Convention embodies US policies for controlling illicit arms traffic and is consistent with existing US law. As the State Department has said:

The Convention will make the citizens of the hemisphere safer by helping to shut down the illicit transnational arms market that fuels the violence associated with drug trafficking, terrorism, and international organized crime... While strengthening countries’ abilities to eradicate illicit arms trafficking, this regional agreement protects the legal trade in firearms and lawful ownership and use of firearms and it is modeled on US laws, regulations, and practices.\textsuperscript{103}

After working to help shape the treaty to reflect US laws and policies, the United States signed the Convention when it was originally submitted to the
The OAS Convention was drafted by the Organization of American States to achieve policy objectives analogous with those of the United States. It is modeled on US policies and regulations governing the import, export and manufacturing of the weapons and other materials in question. Since the Convention was signed, the United States has already taken action, through small modifications to existing regulations, to bring US law into compliance with the language and spirit of this Convention. These changes are discussed in more detail in Section V. As the region’s most influential country, US leadership is essential to the development and implementation of this strategy.

US influence in drafting the OAS Convention led to great compatibility between the Convention and existing US law. The Convention was drafted by a Working Group that met six times, most often in four day sessions, from April to October 1997. Fourteen participants represented the United States on the Working Group, including high ranking individuals from the Departments of State, Treasury, and Justice. Their input was instrumental in developing the form and structure of the Convention, and they were able to ensure that it was consistent with the US campaigns against terrorism, illegal drug use, and crime.

In keeping with the Convention’s focus on illicit firearms trafficking and manufacturing, US negotiators were careful not to include provisions that would challenge or restrict the lawful civilian ownership of firearms. This concern is reflected in the Convention’s preamble (emphasis added):

RECOGNIZING that states have developed different cultural and historical uses for firearms, and that the purpose of enhancing international cooperation to eradicate illicit transnational trafficking in firearms is not intended to discourage or diminish lawful leisure or recreational activities such as travel or
tourism for sport shooting, hunting, and other forms of lawful ownership and use recognized by the States Parties;

RECALLING that States Parties have their respective domestic laws and regulations in the areas of firearms, ammunition, explosives, and other related materials, and recognizing that this Convention does not commit States Parties to enact legislation or regulations pertaining to firearms ownership, possession, or trade of a wholly domestic character, and recognizing that States Parties will apply their respective laws and regulations in a manner consistent with this Convention…

Statements made by US gun rights groups confirm that at least some of their views and concerns were addressed during the drafting of the Convention. Shortly after the conclusion of the drafting process, an analyst from the British American Security Information Council interviewed Tom Mason, a representative for the National Rifle Association, who reportedly expressed satisfaction with the influence his organization was able to exert over the process.108

The Need for US Ratification

As a senior OAS official pointed out, the value of the Convention is that “it gets people pointed in the right direction and sets out marching orders.”109 Ensuring that those marching orders are followed, however, is the responsibility of the OAS members themselves, and no member is more important to this effort than the United States.

US failure to ratify the Convention hinders efforts to enforce these “marching orders.” By not ratifying the Convention, the US has relegated itself to observer status at meetings of the Convention’s Consultative Committee and at the five-year Conference of States Parties. While states that have not ratified the Convention have been — and are likely to continue to be — permitted to attend meetings and make statements,110 their status as observers detracts from the persuasive power of their statements and recommendations. On more than one occasion, States Parties have expressed annoyance with observer states that make strong recommendations at Consultative Committee meetings.111 Similarly, unilateral efforts by the US to lean on non-compliant states are hindered by its failure to ratify the Convention. Exhortations by American diplomats to comply with the Convention ring hollow when their own country has not ratified it.

Equally as important if less tangible is the impact of US ratification on the overall credibility of the OAS Convention. The vast majority of the govern-
ment representatives and OAS officials interviewed for this report agreed that US ratification would provide an immediate boost to the Convention’s credibility. Conversely, continued failure on the part of the United States to ratify the convention would damage its prestige over time.  

US ratification of the Convention would also help to reduce resentment generated by the Bush administration’s refusal to endorse other internationally popular multilateral instruments, resentment that hinders the pursuit of key foreign policy objectives. Governments worldwide resent US rejection of the Kyoto Protocol, the International Criminal Court statute, and the verification protocol to the Biological Weapons Convention. This resentment spills over into other fora, as illustrated by the United States’ loss of its seat on the UN Human Rights Commission in May 2001. After the vote, UN diplomats confirmed to the media that US rejection of the above-mentioned international agreements contributed to the decision to vote the US off the Commission.

Resentment over US unilateralism is not limited to foreign diplomats; it is rife among those they represent as well. A 2002 Global Attitudes Survey completed by the Pew Research Center found that world opinion of America has soured in many countries over the last couple of years. Fewer individuals in three of six Eastern European countries, Germany, Britain and seven out of eight Latin American countries support America than in years past. While the reasons for this decline are manifold, it is explained in part by the perception that the US prefers to act unilaterally and fails to take other countries’ interests into account when making decisions about its international policies. Signals that the US recognizes the value of multilateralism — like ratification of the OAS Firearms Convention — will help dampen an anti-US sentiment which could pose a long-term barrier to international cooperation on transnational security issues.
US Compliance with the OAS Convention

The requirements of the OAS Convention are consistent with current features of US law and policy, in particular with respect to US efforts to combat terrorism and drug trafficking. Ratification will require no new laws in the United States. Some modest changes to regulations, which are consistent with underlying US policy, were undertaken in 1998.

The OAS Convention obligates states to establish or maintain an effective system of export, import, and international transit licenses or authorizations for firearms, ammunition, explosives, and other related materials. In addition, the Convention also calls for strengthening of export controls at border points. Some changes that were necessary for US compliance have already been made and codified in the Code of Federal Regulations as part of US implementation of the Model Regulations for the Control of the International Movement of Firearms, Their Parts and Components, and Ammunition. For example, the Bureau of Export Administration (BXA) revised the Export Administration Regulations in 1999 to impose a new license requirement for exports to Canada and a procedure for using the Import Certificate required by the Convention. BXA also revised its policies for exporting firearms to OAS member countries.

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF) also changed some policies and procedures to implement the Model Regulations. The BATF amendments implementing the Model Regulations were modest. They require additional information to be included in the import permits (requiring the identification of a final recipient), alter the procedures for presenting export licenses to US Customs, specify the information to be included on import permit appli-
ocations, and reduce the value of component parts that can be imported without a permit. Along with these minor modifications, some technical amendments were made to the regulations implementing the Arms Export Control Act. These were changes to “merely improve the clarity of the regulations, simplify regulatory requirements, or implement foreign policy as directed by the Department of State.”

Similarly, the State Department responded to President Clinton’s 1998 directive to implement the Model Regulations by making some minor changes to the US Munitions List, the Canadian licensing exemption and the State Department’s Office of Defense Trade Controls’ (ODTC) licensing practices. These changes included expanding the defense articles and related technical data that are not exempt from licensing to include all Category I firearms and Category III ammunition for such firearms, and reducing the value of firearms parts and component that may be exported without a license from $500 to $100. Finally, the ODTC began requiring that all requests for firearms export licenses be accompanied by a firm order and an import authorization.

As evidenced by the modest nature of the changes needed to bring US policies and practices into compliance with the Model Regulations, US laws on firearms transfers are already among the best in the hemisphere. If additional changes to US policies and procedures are required to fully comply with the Convention, they are likely to be minor as well.
Conclusion

“Just as Pearl Harbor awakened this country from the notion that we could somehow avoid the call to duty and defend freedom in Europe and Asia in World War II, so, too, should this most recent surprise attack erase the concept in some quarters that America can somehow go it alone in the fight against terrorism, or in anything else, for that matter.”

—GEORGE HERBERT WALKER BUSH
September 14th, 2001

As former President Bush notes in the quote above, US security is inextricably intertwined with that of the rest of the world. What he fails to note is that twenty-first century threats to American lives and interests differ fundamentally from those of past eras. The German, Japanese and Soviet menaces of the 20th century have been replaced by a global criminal superstructure that evolves constantly to exploit new opportunities. There will be no decisive, pitched battle against this foe; the war against terrorism and its supporting infrastructure will be a perpetual war of attrition fought simultaneously on many different levels and on many different fronts. Waging this war successfully will require the United States to coordinate its actions with many governments, a task that is made easier by international instruments like the OAS Firearms Convention.

Small arms are too pernicious and resilient a scourge to eradicate with a single treatment. Over time and in combination with other initiatives, however, the Convention can play an invaluable role in establishing and implementing an effective hemispheric strategy to control the illicit trade in firearms, and dismantle the infrastructure that supports that trade. Realizing the full potential of the Convention requires the support of the major players in the Western Hemi-
sphere, especially the United States. Ratification requires few if any changes to US regulations and practices, and poses no threat to lawful gun ownership. Costs, in terms of dollars and staff time, are negligible, and the benefits — fewer illicit weapons in the hemisphere and the international goodwill generated by US support of a popular multilateral agreement — are immense. For these reasons, the US should immediately ratify the OAS Firearms Convention.
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